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Ladies and Gentlemen,
In this presentation I will give an overview of the developments in
Electrical Energy Networks and an outlook for the next ten years.
The network is a complex system. The functions generation +
transmission + distribution + consumption are owned, organised and
operated by different subjects /companies, under different rules and
regulations.
Therefore its development is influenced by many drivers, such as:
•trends in demand: in industrialised and in developing countries; in cities
and in rural areas
•trends in new generation: more efficient, smaller, cleaner, distributed,
combined cycles, renewables
•trends in power business organisation: from vertical integrated to
horizontal , from regulated to competitive; new actors on the scene such
as ISO and traders.
•new technology available for transmission and distribution: power
electronics (Facts, HVDC); new types of overhead lines, ICT, new
techniques for cables.
The report examines the above trends and their impact on the
transmission and distribution networks development overhead lines and
cables.
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European Electrical Network
Someone has said that the electrical network is the largest mechanism
existing on the earth, look e.g. at the complexity of the European EHV
network, extending from U.K. to the borders of Russia; its western part , a
synchronous system, serves 350 million people and provides more than 2000
Twh/year. Probably the communication networks reach similar or larger
extension, but surely with lower investments and complexity of operation.
The main function of the network is to connect power plant, where electricity
is generated, to customers where it is utilised; the international connections
and the meshed nature of the network have also the function to share
reserves in generating and transmission facilities, thus reducing investments
and increasing the security of supply, (interconnection function). The
evolution of the transmission network is primarily driven by the rate-of-growth
of the electricity demand and by the consequent increase in the installation of
new power plants. However, additional important drivers have appeared in
recent years, that will significantly affect the evolution and type-of-use of the
electrical network; the most important of these factors being: environmental
considerations, new technologies, and different institutional assessment
(liberalisation and competition) of the electrical sector. In many cases a
distinction will be made between developed countries (U.S.A, Europe,
Japan,) and newly industrialised or developing countries (such as China,
East Asia, India, South America); their quite different economic and social
conditions lead to different scenarios of network development.
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION: Present Situation
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West and
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World
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World

PER-CAPITA ENERGY CONSUMPTION
(Relative values; per-capita world consumption = 1)

Electricity Demand: present situation
The most important driver for network expansion is the rate-of-growth
of the electricity demand, and here we have to distinguish between
industrialised and developing countries.
There are enormous differences in their energy use, as shown in
SLIDE 3 that compares the per-capita energy consumption in North
America, Europe, and in the rest of the World (the values are in p.u.
of the average energy per-capita consumption in the world).
Total Energy Consumption is 6600Mtoe,(Million ton oil equivalent)
Total population=6 billion ,then 1,1 toe/capita.
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DEMAND of Electricity: Present Situation

the OECD countries, having only 15% of the world
population (1 billion people)
represent about 60% of the world’s total electricity
consumption

A similar situation can be observed for electricity consumption:
The OECD countries and a few other new industrialised countries,
represent about 60% of the world’s total electricity consumption but
only 15% of the population.
These countries are characterised by
• a high level of per-capita income (20000$ per year)
• high electricity consumption (5000 kWh/year),
• 100% of their population having access to electricity,
• sophisticated needs in terms of quality of service,
• moderate rate-of-growth of electricity consumption (2-3% per year).
The remaining countries are characterised by
• much lower per-capita income
• and lower electricity consumption
• in many cases (e.g. China), their rate-of-growth of GDP and of
electricity consumption is much higher (up to 5-10% per year) than in
industrialised countries
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DEMAND of electricity: drivers
Contrasting forces are present:

• Governments and public opinion make pressure to reduce energy
consumption, for better environment.
• Efficiency of electricity end-uses is being improved
• Competition and privatisation force electric companies to enlarge
their market and to promote the use of electricity
• New electric services are being offered to customers: integrated
space heating and cooling , load-management ,etc.
• Electricity substitutes fuel in large cities (electric
transportation,cooking, air-conditioning ,etc.) for better environment.
• Traditional energy intensive industries are displaced to countries
with low labour cost, but new users (e.g. Data Hotels) appear.

If we try to forecast the future trends in demand, we see that contrasting
forces:
• Government and public opinion pressure to reduce the impact on the
environment by reducing the energy consumption
• New technologies increase the efficiency of end-use (high-efficiency lamps,
heat pumps, better thermal insulation of buildings, electronic-driven motors
etc.).
• The liberalisation-process, forcing electric companies to be more aggressive
and competitive vis-à-vis other energy sources and to compete, for enlarging
their market and the use of electricity.
• The increased attention of the electric industry to the customer’s needs - the
so called "customer oriented approach" - with consequent offer of a number
of new options: integrated space heating and cooling; “green” technologies;
real time pricing and load management; equipment maintenance and repair
services, etc.
•Environmental concern, which may favour the use of electricity, instead of
fuel, particularly in large cities: electric transportation, air-conditioning,
cooking. Do not forget that electricity is the only form of energy that does not
cause emissions, in the place where it is used.
•The tendency to displace traditional industries from developed countries to
countries with lower cost of man-power; tendency partially compensated by
emerging new electricity uses, such as “Data Hotels”, or “Web farms” buildings
that host the Servers for the WEB , and that may require tenths of MW for
their operation and air-conditioning
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DEMAND of electricity: Forecasts
In industrialised countries:
•

Energy intensity has decreased during the past decade.

•

Share of primary energy made available to consumers through electricity
has increased to 40% (from 32% in 1980 ) in OECD countries

•

This trend is expected to continue, with consequent steady, although
moderate, increase in electricity consumption

In newly industrialised and developing countries:
•

The main factors limiting the electricity growth are the poor economic
conditions and the lack of capital.

•

But, the per-capita consumption being far from saturation levels, a robust
rate-of-growth of electricity demand can be envisaged

As a result of these contrasting forces:
According to IEA: "World energy use will continue to increase
steadily, at an average annual rate of 2% up to year 2020. The shares
of different regions in world energy demand will shift significantly, with
OECD share declining in favour of developing countries" 1)
As regards electricity in industrialised countries, despite the fact that
energy intensity has decreased during the past decade, the electricity
penetration - the share of primary energy made available to
consumers through electricity - has been increasing (from 32% in
1980 to about 40% now, for the OECD countries) and this trend is
expected to continue. We therefore can forecast, in these countries, a
steady, although moderate (e.g. 2-3%), increase in electricity
consumption.
In newly industrialised and developing countries: the main factors
limiting the electricity growth are, in this case, the poor economic
conditions and the lack of capital. But, the per-capita consumption
being far from saturation levels (as well as the population growth), a
robust rate-of-growth (6% or higher) of electricity demand can be
envisaged in many of these countries, as far as the economic
conditions improve.
(1) IEA forecasts: total energy from 6600Mtoe in 98 to 23000 in 2020, with OECD
passing from 52% to 41% and with Asia passing from 11,8% to 15,2%, China from
11,4% to 15,3% ; Latin America from 5, 2% to 7,2%, Africa from 5,5% to 3,1%
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Power Generation
Previous trend

Continuous increase of generating unit size:
up to 1500 MVA - R&D for cryogenic up to 3000 MVA
Construction of very large power plant:
based on nuclear or on steam condensing, fuelled by oil and coal
often at minemouth

From the point-of-view of generating capacity, the tendency, up to a
few years ago, has traditionally been to increase the size of the
generating units (up to 1500 MW) and to install several of these units
(thermal or nuclear) in one site, thus totalling thousands of MW per
power plant.
Extensive R&D activities are still in progress along this line, in view of
a cheaper and safe nuclear, and of coal gasification processes, but
intensive application of these technologies is not foreseen in the mid
term.
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POWER GENERATION
Previous trend
Construction of very large power plant, based on:
remote hydro

Similar trend towards huge plant has been followed for hydro:
Itaipu, LaGrande, Three-Gorges, each complexes of the order of 10
GW.
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POWER GENERATION
Factors for change

Hydro nearly fully exploited in many countries, the
remaining source requiring huge investments
Serious difficulties in the siting of new nuclear and large
thermal power plants
Concern for emission problems (greenhouse effect,
etc.) and consequent pressure for better utilisation of
fuel, use of renewables, of waste, etc.

However now, the hydro resources, in many of the industrialised
countries (with a few exceptions such as Canada), are practically fully
exploited and the siting of new large generating plant runs into
serious difficulties, in the case of both nuclear and of large thermal
power stations.
The above factors, together with concern for the future availability of
primary energy and for the problem of emissions (with related
greenhouse effect), have led to large scale R&D efforts to develop
more efficient generating technologies with reduced emissions.
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POWER GENERATION: Factors for change

COMBINED-CYCLE

• Technology break-through: high temperature and large power gasturbines, used in combined cycles with efficiency up to 55% (in the
future 60%)

The main break-through was represented by the new hightemperature, high-power, gas turbines that combined with thermal
plants (combined cycles), permit efficiency of 55%, approaching 60%
in the future.
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POWER GENERATION
New trend emerging
•Units and power plant of medium size
•dispersed on the territory
•often of the combined cycle-type
•fuelled by natural gas
•Increasing attention for
•district heating
•combined generation of heat and electricity
•waste recovery

This new technology tends to favour generating plant of medium size
(hundreds of Mega Watts), smaller than in the past, more or less
widely dispersed over the territory, often close to load-centres and
fuelled by natural gas .
Increasing attention is also given to district heating and to waste
recovery;
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POWER GENERATION
New trend emerging

Local exploitation of renewables: wind, solar, waste
Smaller generating plants: solar roofs, micro-turbines, fuel cells

Further tendencies, although less important from the point of the
amount of the installed capacity, are:
-local exploitation of renewable resources, wind, photovoltaic, and of
waste in small size plants ;
- even smaller plants such as photovoltaic roofs, microturbines, and
small fuel cells - with or without heat recovery - installed at the
consumer premises.
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EUROPEAN GAS TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

The progressive extension of the networks of pipelines, for natural gas
transport and distribution, permits to spread the new generation in the
territory, often close to load

This tendency towards new power plants of the combined cycle type,
fuelled by natural gas is permitted by the impressive extension
reached by the network of pipelines, as shown for Europe.
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MEDITERRANEAN ELECTRIC AND NATURAL GAS
TRANSPORTATION NETWORKS

Mediterranean
Electrical
Network

Natural Gas Network
Gasducts and Liquid gas
transportation

Another good example is given by the Mediterranean region, that
includes industrialised countries (North) and developing countries
(South).
The electrical network is extending itself as the result of a series of
bilateral agreement. A closed ring around the Mediterranean Sea is
expected at year 2003/4.
But, at the same time, also the natural and liquid gas transportation
system is extending itself. The two networks seem, to a certain
extent, comparable and the second one is probably increasing more
rapidly than the electrical one.
As a consequence electrical transmission projects that were
considered a few years ago (such as the one between Tunisia and
Sicily) are nowadays delayed and uncertain: the primary energy is
usually transported by gas pipelines (e.g. from Algeria to Italy and to
Spain) and the electric power is generated locally in Europe.
Exceptions are however foreseen, such as the 1200 MW new
generating plant to be installed in Algeria for export of electricity to
Spain trough a submarine DC link.
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Summary of medium term Scenarios
For Generation and Demand
In industrialised countries :
a)
b)

A steady increase in the demand for electricity, although much lower
than years ago;
A trend towards medium-size generating plants , often fuelled by
natural gas, and located close to load centres

In newly industrialised and developing countries:
a)
b)

A robust increase in the demand of electricity, strictly correlated to the
economic development of the country
Still possible to install large plants (e.g.: hydro and mine-mouth coal),
although with limitations due to lack of capital. Coal continues to be
one of the main energy sources.

In many Industrialised countries we therefore have:
• A steady increase in the demand for electricity, although lower than
years ago;
• A trend towards installation of medium size generating plants of the
combined-cycle type, fuelled by natural gas, through gas pipelines,
which are being actively developed
In newly industrialised and developing countries:
• A robust increase in the demand of electricity, strictly correlated to
the economic development of the country
•The possibility, still existing, to install large plants (e.g.: hydro and
mine-mouth coal), although with limitations due to lack of capital. Coal
will continue to be one of the main energy sources in many of these
countries.
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LONG TERM SCENARIO
FOR GENERATION AND DEMAND
The previous trends are not to be taken for granted in looking to
long term future.
•

Different solutions for generation, options:
a new, safe, economical technology for the exploitation of nuclear
energy
gas turbines burning gasified solid fuels

•

These solutions might provide clean electricity from large power plants.
Their introduction will depend on reduction of capital costs and on possible
limitation on the availability of natural gas

•

This scenario - clean electricity and no constraints on the availability of
primary energy - could favour higher electricity consumption (e.g. the
electric car, etc.).

The previous trends are not to be taken for granted, in looking to the
far future.
• Different solutions for generation could be: a new, safe, economical
technology for the exploitation of nuclear energy; or gas turbines
being used to burn solid fuels (coal), which have been gasified.
• These solutions might provide clean electricity from large power
plants. Their introduction will depend on reduction of capital costs and
could be forced by limitation on the availability of Natural Gas.
• This long-term scenario - clean electricity and no constraints on the
availability of primary energy - could favour higher electricity
consumption by for instance the electric car.
But the trend of demand and the new generation technology do not
allow by themselves to forecast the network development. Further
drivers are being introduced by the liberalisation process and by new
advances in transmission technology.
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LIBERALIZATION OF THE
ELECTRICAL SECTOR
One Vertical Integrated
Utility
( Regulated Monopoly)
Generation

Independent companies for
generation(G),distribution(D)
and sale (S), in competition
GENCO’S

G1

Transmission
Distribution and
sales
•
customers

G2

G3

Transmission
D1

D2

ISO or TSO

D3

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5
captive or independent
customers

The most remarkable consequence of the ongoing process of liberalisation
of the electricity business, is the complete change in the organisation of the
players. The traditional vertical integrated utility, serving generation,
transmission, distribution and sale of electricity in a certain geographic area
(regulated monopoly) disappears and its place is taken by a plurality of
actors:
• several Generating companies (GENCOs) competing to sell their
production
• an Independent company (ISO) that takes care of the System Operation
and often (in that case is named TSO) owns the transmission grid , to
which all the operators making request must have access on a fair basis .
• several Distributors that take care, in a certain area, of the connection of
customers and of the delivery of electricity
• different type of vendors contacting the customers and stipulating
contracts in competition
The entrance in the scene of new Generating companies is permitted by the
medium size power plants that are now available, with very high efficiency
and affordable capital investments, which can be built by small companies
(IPP) or by industrial customers.
In the past, only large utilities could face the heavy investments, the risks,
the long pay-back periods involved in the construction of large nuclear,
thermal and hydro plants.
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Liberalisation of the electric industry:
p

p

p

p

smaller plants requiring less capital investments can
be built by small companies or by industrial
customers
Increase in power transits among areas having
different generating costs
New interconnection links delayed by environmental
concern and lack of clear and settled regulations
for short distances, cables preferred to overhead
lines because of less local opposition

The second consequence of the free access to the network is an
increase of the power exchanges among areas having different
generating costs: power transits assume quite different patterns then
previously and the network must be adapted to avoid costly
bottlenecks or congestions. In the Nordel system we assisted to an
increase in interconnection capacity by undersea cables. New
interconnections and transmission links can advantageously be
installed, but in many cases this process is delayed for lack of clear
and settled regulations, or by environmental considerations that
prevent the rapid authorisation of the new investments.
Then a competition arises between projects and solutions having
different costs, environmental impact, construction and authorisation
time: for short distances, underground cables are often preferred to
the cheaper overhead HV links because of the minor local opposition
to their construction; for long distances, AC or DC links may be
delayed for so long that it becomes more convenient to install more
efficient generation in the more expensive area. In that case a
competition arises among a plurality of operators, which apply for
connection of new generating plants and which are ready to use
underground connection links for the sake of saving time.
The above competition will to a great extent depend on the
transmission technology that becomes another important driver for
network expansion.
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Transmission technology:
overhead lines
Overhead lines and cables have in the
past increased their voltage levels
from 132 to 245/420/765 kV ;
The carrying capacity per circuit has
correspondingly raised from tenths of
MW to thousands of MW.
This trend was mainly caused by the
need to transmit large amounts of
power from a few huge power plants
to large consumption centres
(transport function)

Although it is a common opinion that transmission technology is a
mature sector, where no revolutions are expected (efficiency and
reliability are quite satisfactory), nevertheless big changes are
occurring in these years, mainly under the pressure of environmental
considerations and, to a lesser extent, for the purpose of reducing the
maintenance costs. A few examples will give an idea:
The traditional way to extend the grid was the construction of new
overhead lines, that compared to underground cables were evaluated
20 times cheaper. With the increase of the system installed capacity,
overhead transmission lines have in the past increased their voltage
levels from 132 kV to 245/420/765 and up to 1050 kV (ex USSR and
Japan); the carrying capacity per circuit was correspondingly raised
from tenths of MWs to thousands of MWs. This trend was mainly
caused by the need to transmit large amounts of power from a few
huge power plants to large consumption centres (transport function),
and to a lesser extent for the purpose of interconnecting different
power systems.
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Transmission Technology
overhead lines
In industrialised countries, with high population density, the construction of new
overhead lines is becoming an extremely difficult task due to environmental
reasons.
Line manufacturers have multiplied, in the past decade, their efforts to develop
towers having less visual impact, better aesthetics and reduced EMF levels.

However in industrialised countries, having high population density,
the construction of new EHV overhead lines is becoming an
extremely difficult task due to environmental reasons. Therefore, in
the past decade, manufacturers have multiplied their efforts to
develop towers having less visual impact, better aesthetics and
reduced EMF levels.
A temporary help is nowadays offered by power electronics:
The privatisation of the electrical energy market and consequent
competition have increased the need of network flexibility. To force
electricity through the variable paths imposed by commercial
transactions and to reduce network congestion new devices, the so
called FACTS = Flexible AC Transmission System, based on high
power electronics components, like the insulated gate bipolar
transistor = IGBT, are increasingly used. For instance in the links
between France and Spain and between France and Italy.
The CEO of American Electric Power company has recently
declared: ”In an age when the American public is unwilling to
construct new power plant and transmission lines, there is a lot more
that we can do with the existing system, and FACTS is there to help."
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Transmission Technology
Power Electronics
AC/DC conversion and DC links

FACTS :
Static Var Compensators

Power quality

Source:ABB

The use of HVDC, once confined to long and powerful links, is now
considered and applied for shorter distances and smaller
transmission capacity, thanks to its capability to control the power
flows, a precious characteristics in the free competitive market. The
so called "light dc technology", also based on IGBT, makes it possible
to massively reduce the size of the electricity infrastructure, thus
minimising its environmental and visual impact and freeing valuable
space and resources for other uses. These types of links, when
installed in densely populated areas or undersea, will use cables
instead of overhead lines.
In Transmission and Distribution, power electronic devices facilitate
the connection of small-scale distributed generation units and
renewable energy sources to individual consumers and to the power
grid. New power electronic devices (e.g. electronic transfer switches)
will be used in power distribution networks.
Power Quality and Distribution network: To improve the quality of the
power at medium and low voltage levels, at least for consumers
operating sensitive processes, the market currently offers a wide
range of products based either on improved traditional technology or
on power electronics conversion techniques.
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Transmission Technology:
underground and submarine cables

The use of power electronics for better utilisation of existing network
is a transient solution that can't substitute in the long term the need of
new links. The latter - due to growing environmental awareness - will
be increasingly realised by underground cables in industrialised and
densely populated areas.
I will avoid describing to this audience the technology progress in this
field, but I wish to recall that the intensive technological developments
in the Nineties have resulted in the extension of the use of XLPE
cable systems to the 400 and 500 kV levels. Several major
installations are now in service world-wide and reliability has so far
been excellent. Improvements have also taken place with reference to
the well proven laminar fluid filled EHV cable systems, which continue
to remain of interest in several countries
In addition, the introduction of innovative cable and accessory
designs and the adoption of more efficient laying and installation
techniques have significantly improved the competitiveness of both
HV and EHV cable solutions compared to overhead lines.
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Important developments have also taken place in connection with
laminar HVDC and extruded HVAC submarine cables, and major new
submarine interconnection projects have been realised, for example
the Italy-Greece 400 kV DC interconnection.
Other recent innovations concern the combination of extruded DC
cables and Voltage Source Converters and the development of
extruded cables suitable for applications such as HV generators and
dry type transformers.
Last but not least, development is continuing in the field of HighTemperature Superconducting (HTS) cable systems, and important
demonstration installations have recently been implemented in the
U.S.A., Japan and Denmark. HTS cable systems could, in the
medium term, represent a useful and interesting solution for all those
cases in which very high power densities are required. Typical
examples of this kind of situation are the retrofitting of higher power
circuits in existing pipes or tunnels and the implementation of urban
penetrations in the presence of constrained right of way
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Electrical Network
Future structure and use
Two extreme - and quite different - network models:
1. Similar to the present situation in most countries - and in line with the past:
a few large power plants feeding into
EHV grid with a number of large EHV and HV substations,
with regular planned flow patterns,
interconnection lines to share reserves in emergency situations.
2. A second model - emerging in some countries:
several producers compete installing new efficient power plant,
possibly located close to the load centres,
and fuelled by natural gas through pipelines.
connection to the existing HV grid - over short distances
creates important opportunities for underground cables.

Depending on the previous considerations, two different models for
network development can be envisaged:
• One - in line with the past trend - in which a few large power plants
supply, through the EHV grid, a number of large EHV and HV
substations, with regular flow patterns, planned in advance, and with
interconnection lines to share reserves and help out in emergency
situations. This situation is likely to be the case of developing
countries that have a high rate-of-growth of electricity consumption
and remote unexploded energy sources such as hydro or coal mines.
• A second model in which several producers compete, begins to
appear in industrialised countries with deregulated and competitive
conditions. The historical costly generating mix is confronted with
installation of new efficient power plants (combined cycle or combined
heat and power) close to the load centres, and fuelled by natural gas
through pipelines .The need of their rapid connection to the EHV grid
or to the HV local networks, through densely populated areas, creates
important opportunities for underground cable connections. Long
transmission lines are less probable.
Let us examine more in details these two models:
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VISION OF FUTURE NETWORK:
Newly industrialised and developing countries.
TRANSMISSION FUNCTION:
r Long

distance point-to-point transmission is likely to remain in important
option in Asia (namely China, India), South America and Africa , for the
exploitation of coal mines and remote hydro
•Lack of capital and public resistance to large
hydro schemes will probably delay some of these
potential plants and the related HVDC or EHV
transmission links.
•Gas pipelines and electricity generating units
close to load centres will thus be encouraged also
in these countries.
•In the long term, coal will however remain the main
option for base load in many countries. Dispersed
and small generation will not play an important role.

The point-to-point transmission of large amount of power over long
distances is likely to remain an important option in Asia, namely
China, India) South America, Africa and Australia for the exploitation
of coal mines and remote hydro. The installation of powerful links of
this type is continuing in developing countries and important projects
are being implemented in Brazil, Argentina, in India; in China the
Three Gorges project involves the construction of DC and EHV lines,
to evacuate its 16000 MW production.
In a few cases, however, the lack of capital and the public resistance
to large hydro schemes will probably delay new potential plants of this
type and the related HVDC or EHV transmission links, thus
encouraging the extension of gas pipelines and the construction of
electricity generating units close to load centres.
Coal will remain the main option for base load, in many of these
countries, in the long term.
Dispersed and small generation will not play an important role in the
supply of the large loads, but may have a important function in rural
areas, as we will see later on.
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VISION OF FUTURE NETWORK:
Newly industrialised and developing
countries
INTERCONNECTION FUNCTION:
As national or regional grids extend, their interconnection with
neighbours will be pursued as a result of bilateral agreements

Examples:
-African countries
facing the Mediterranean basin.
-India, Regional networks
connected with HVDC links

As far as the national or regional grids extend, their interconnection
with the neighbouring ones will be pursued as a result of bilateral
agreements between countries (as in the case, mentioned above, of
the African countries facing the Mediterranean basin) or of national
planning (as in China, or in India where a new East-South HVDC
interconnector of 1450kms is being added to the 6 existing DC
connections that link the five asynchronously operating regions) .
The main drivers are the traditional ones of reducing the necessary
generating reserve margins and of increasing the system security,
plus the possibility of exchange of surplus energy due to seasonal
fluctuations of hydro production and to differences in time of loadpeak.
In all these cases, overhead lines at EHV, AC or DC, will be the usual
solution, except for submarine connection.
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VISION OF FUTURE NETWORK:
Newly industrialised and developing
countries
SUBTRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION
rShift from agriculture to industry and services will continue
rSo migration to cities and higher per-capita energy consumption
rNeed of rural electrification and necessity to feed city borders in rapid
development
rLimited use of HV cables in place on
HV lines : it will depend mainly on
economic rather than on environmental
consideration.

The shift of population from agricultural activities to industry and
services will continue, with migration from countryside to cities and
consequent higher values of energy per-capita consumption.
The necessity to feed large cities and their adjacent areas, will require
the use of HV underground cables in place on HV lines, but in these
countries their use in place of overhead lines will often be prevented
by economic reasons, environmental consideration being less
constraining.
As regards rural electrification, a recent book from A.N. Zoomers
(Netherlands) provides an excellent survey of the various solutions
employed for rural electrification in developing countries:
”…... the electricity supply from a central grid is effective, but has
always been considerably more expensive than the supply to urban
areas with consequent reluctance of utilities to implement it. The
alternative of small-scale private local utilities has seldom proven to
be successful. Electrification should preferably be a component of an
integrated development programme, where an important role can be
played by decentralised power facilities, including renewables".
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VISION OF FUTURE NETWORK:
Industrialised countries
TRANSMISSION FUNCTION:
In most industrialised countries (Europe and USA), natural gas will be
the main fuel for new power plants.

These will presumably be
installed on the territory close
to load centres, thus avoiding
the need for long distance
electricity transmission,
HVDC included.

In most industrialised countries (Europe and USA), natural gas,
primarily driven by environmental considerations will be the main fuel
for new generating plants: these will be installed close to load
centres, thus reducing the need for new lines, HVDC included, for
long distance electricity transmission.
A recent EPRI seminar foresees gas turbines accounting for over
50% of new capacity additions in the U.S. market, although marginal
production costs for 80% of US coal and nuclear plants (0.02$/kWh)
are comparable to those of gas turbines.
In Europe the liberalisation process has initiated an impressive
program of new combined cycle units (more than 50 GW planned in
Italy, a large amount in Spain,etc.) for substitution of existing thermal
plant (oil and coal) or to be installed in existing sites of industrial
areas.
In many cases these new plant do not require long transmission lines,
rather they need to be connected to the grid in short and fixed time, in
order to minimise the risks of the investments. To reach this goal,
through densely populated areas, investors are often ready to spend
more, thus creating important opportunities for underground cable
connections.
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VISION OF FUTURE NETWORK:
Industrialised countries
INTERCONNECTION FUNCTION:
q

q
q

The opening of the electricity market, favours the
interconnection of neighbouring countries (e.g. West to East
Europe).
The process is driven by the need to increase security and
negotiation of electricity.
The construction of new transmission and interconnection lines
is however limited by environmental problems .

The opening of the electricity market favours the interconnection of
neighbouring countries (e.g. West to East Europe; Nordic countries
towards northen Europe; etc) for negotiation of electricity.
Free access to the grid and competition among electricity companies
belonging to different areas (having different load diagrams, or excess
of hydro production as in Norway, Austria, or much lower marginal
costs as the French nuclear) call for the construction of new
interconnection lines, or upgrading of old ones.
But, due to environmental problems, the possibility to construct new
overhead transmission lines is limited to a minimum, while higher
costs but probably less opposition are involved in submarine
connections such as those of the Baltic Sea and as the Italy-Greece
dc link or the Spain-Morocco Ac connection.
The use of FACTS and other technical means help to increase the
transmission capacity of the existing network, but can't represent a
solution for large amounts of additional power transits.
For countries that plan to install new power plants of the combined cycle type, fuelled by natural gas; the NG pipelines will therefore
assume the function of energy transportation in the place of new long
electric transmission links.
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VISION OF FUTURE NETWORK:
Industrialised countries
SUBTRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION
The share of electricity is likely to increase in large cities and conurbation
This will entail the construction of new H.V. powerful feeders penetrating into
the cities.
The lack of space and aesthetic consideration will favour the use of cables
(including superconductive, when commercially available).

In spite of the moderate rate of growth of total energy consumption, the
share of electricity is likely to increase - driven by environmental
considerations and by new type of applications (e.g. Data Hotels) - in large
cities of industrialised countries .
This will require the construction of new H.V. powerful feeders penetrating
into the cities and the lack of space and aesthetic considerations favour the
use of cables (including superconductive, when commercially available).
Again a great opportunity for cable makers.
The underground share of subtransmission networks in densely populated
areas is expected to increase: in the European industrialised countries the
rate of underground kms of lines in the range 50-150kV is at present 1.2%
in Spain and Italy, raises to 4% in France and to 7- 8% in Germany. For
new built lines, this rate is much higher in every country (25% in France).
The prospects for underground cables for this application are therefore
excellent.
Distribution: Rural areas of industrialised countries were generally provided
with good electric service, by the previous state owned or regulated utilities.
In the present competitive environment, it is likely that this costly service
will not be top priority. Therefore, notwithstanding the surveillance of the
Authority or equivalent bodies, the connection of new remote users to the
grid will probably be more expensive in the future, thus encouraging,
whenever possible, the use of solar and wind local generation.
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CONCLUSIONS:
Ending this presentation, my impression is that, in the mid term, we
are entering an exciting period for cable makers especially with
reference to underground connections of new power plants to the grid
in densely populated areas and to powerful feeders penetrating in
large cities. More uncertain the future development of submarine DC
links, due to the competition of natural gas pipelines.
Long term scenarios (beyond year 2010) are difficult to foresee and
will mainly depend on the possibility of a new generation of nuclear or
coal-fired generating plant. But this is…. another story.
Thank you for your attention.
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